This paper discusses the lowering of the high vowels /i,u/ to [e,o] in final syllables in palestinian arabic. such a shift is actually well documented in the literature with regard to final unstressed cvc syllables. yet whereas previous studies have not stated a clear prosodic condition on the shift, we bring evidence that in the galilean dialects discussed the shift is clearly conditioned and occurs in the pre-pausal position only. in addition, we show that the same shift occurs in two other positions, viz. final cv and cvc i c i , and that it is not merely qualitative but quantitative as well, so that lowering of /i,u/ to [e,o] often involves certain lengthening, yielding [eː,oː] respectively. in the last section of this article we provide a uniform account for vowel lowering and lengthening in the three types of syllable mentioned. we show that in the pre-pausal environment an additional templatic position is added to the last vowel; and since this position cannot be realized through vowel lengthening, a lowering agent is inserted instead.
Vowel Lowering and Vowel Lengthening in Levantine Arabic
many syro-palestinian dialects exhibit restrictions on the occurrence of /i,u/, which regularly alternate with [e,o] in final cvc position (garbell 1958: 315; grotzfeld 1965: 12; levin 1994: 34; watson 2011: 3010) . such cvc syllables are never stressed, in accordance with the stress patterns of most syro-palestinian dialects (fischer and Jastrow 1980: 182) , in which the last, non-final vowel of the word is only stressed if in a heavy syllable (i.e. cvc or cvcc). in this study we checked the lowering environment cvc in context and pre-pausally among speakers of three galilean dialects, the spread of prepausal lowering in galilean arabic namely those of nazareth, Kafr Qaraʽ and sakhnin. 2 The data presented below were all elicited and measured by us. according to our findings, apart from the lowering of /i,u/ to [e,o] in final cvc syllables, vowels in this position are also clearly longer than their nonlow counterparts and other short vowels, whether stressed or not, by around 40ms. They are nevertheless far inferior in length to lexically long vowels, which can go up to 200ms. in what follows we use the symbol [ː] to represent this half-length of [e,o] in final cvc position. in this position [e,o] are in complementary distribution with [i,u] , the former exhibit additional -though restricted -length.
(1) a. [kútoːb] 'books' c. it is worth mentioning that gutturals may also induce vowel lowering, as in the examples /xliʼna/>[xleʼna] 'we were born'; /iḥna/>[eḥna] 'we'; or /biḥku/>[beḥku] 'they speak'. however, such lowering depends purely on the consonantal environment and is not a positional effect. such cases of environmental lowering are not marked in our text samples, and we therefore transcribed /šawāriʽ/ and /daʼāyiʼ/ even when realized [šawāreʽ] and [daʼāyeʼ] .
The Prosodic Prominence of the Final Position
it is by no means surprising to find lengthened vowels in a final, preconsonantal position. The final position is one of prosodic prominence in many languages, and final closed syllables very often do not behave like non-final ones, where one would not expect length. we submit that lowering in this position is related to the extra length typical of (pre-pausal) final closed vowels (hardcastle et al. 2013: §2.2 
.2).
Final (pre-consonantal) position > lengthening + lowering the spread of prepausal lowering in galilean arabic according to the autosegmental framework of government phonology (Kaye et al. 1990 ), length can be achieved through spreading, i.e. the propagation of a segment into a following slot. lowenstamm (1996) proposes that such spreading is only possible under 'licensing' from a vowel in the following syllable. for instance, in Qaraqosh neo-aramaic (Khan 2002) , vowels are long in open syllables, whether stressed or not, e.g.
[gdaːríːlɪ] 'he is putting it'. This is because they are 'licensed' by the following vowel. in contrast, vowels in medial closed syllables, even stressed ones, are short, e.g.
[ʼúxlu] 'eat! (pl)' because 'licensing' cannot hold above a consonant cluster. vowels in unstressed final closed syllables [yíːxul] 'eat! (sg)' are also short, because there is no following vowel to license their length. in the galilean dialects which we have checked we found that the last vowel before the pause tends to be lengthened. in order to realize this additional length, the vowel must spread. however, just as in Qaraqosh neo-aramaic, in the final cvc position there is no following vowel to license spreading. we submit that in such cases, the lowering agent /a/ of element Theory (Kaye et al. 1985 (Kaye et al. , backley 2011 ) is inserted as a repair strategy to realize the additional length. 3 The combination of the underlying high vowel /i/ or /u/, the additional length and the inserted /a/ agent yields the mid [e:] or [o:] respectively. in other words the insertion of the /a/ agent is an alternative to length through spreading. 4
i+A>eː u+A>oː
This proposal is illustrated in (2) below. The capital letters in the upper part of the diagram stand for the constituents of standard syllabic theory: o=onset, n=nucleus, r=rhyme. 5 The nucleus is dependent on the rhyme. every constituent is associated to one or more timing slots, represented by x's, and these timing slots are associated to segments. The lengthening process adds another timing slot -the underlined x p in (2) -to the final, pre-consonantal vowel. it is standard in government phonology to assume that the final consonant ([b] in (2)) is in fact an onset followed by an empty nucleus. because this nucleus is empty, the last lexical vowel is not licensed to spread, as represented by the dotted arrow and the barred association line relating the [u] and the x p . because x p cannot be occupied by spreading, the lowering agent is inserted, resulting in, e.g., /kutub/>[kutuab]=[kuto:b].
( 2) note again, that the length of final cvc syllables is inferior to lexically long vowels, and is therefore not expected to attract stress (see section 1 above). a prediction of this analysis is that other dialects might find other ways to satisfy final length, and this is indeed demonstrated in some lebanese dialects, which dipthongize -rather than lower -final high vowels in comparable environments (see the discussion of cv syllables in section 5 below).
Length and Lowering as Pre-pausal Phenomena
lowering of /i,u/ in final cvc position has been documented in several dialects of palestinian arabic (see section 1 above), yet none of the previous studies has explicitly referred to the prosodic conditioning of this shift or distinguished between pre-pausal and contextual position in this regard. This distinction is essential, since in the galilean dialects discussed here lowering was found to be clearly restricted to pre-pausal position. in (3) below the vowels in bold occur in the same syllabic position, yet it is only the pre-pausal version which exhibits a lowered and lengthened variant. vowel alternation as a means of marking pause has been reported since the second half of the twentieth century with reference to various arabic dialects of a rural nature (fleisch 1974; behnstedt and woidich 1985, vol. 2 maps 38-44; borg 1977) . most of these reports relate to dialects spoken in lebanon and egypt, yet blanc (1953) and more recently shachmon (2011, 2013) have proven the productivity of pausal vowel alternation in palestinian arabic as well. 6 as mentioned, in the dialects we examined lowering was found to be restricted to pre-pausal position only. we have not examined this aspect in other palestinian dialects, where cic>cec and cuc>coc is reported to occur in all positions (e.g. the urban dialect of Jerusalem, see: levin 1994: 25-6). however, our impression is that these new findings cast a doubt on the existence of cvc lowering in context in many other dialects of the discussed area. it is worth mentioning that in damascene arabic lowering of /i,u/ to [e,o] is said to be the rule, and in certain final cvc syllables the lowered vowel is also regularly lengthened. This is the case in the imperative, which is pre-pausal by nature, and in which the vowel is stressed, for example (grotzfeld 1965: 12) . This lowered-lengthened vowel of the imperative is in fact one of the hallmarks of damascene arabic.
finally we would like to stress that the pausal phenomena discussed are not categorial. rather, their realization is decided by the pace and rhythm as well as by the length of the break in the flow of speech. even so, we argue that lowering and lengthening of /i,u/ to [eː,oː] are characteristic of pre-pausal position in these dialects, as evident in the sample texts in section 5 below.
the spread of prepausal lowering in galilean arabic
The Shift of /i,u/ to [eː,oː] in Positions other than Final CVC
in what follows we show that in the galillean dialects under discussion the shift of /i,u/ to [eː,oː] has spread beyond the cvc position and may be detected in two additional environments, viz. final cv and final cvc i c i positions. in these environments, too, lowering and lengthening take place pre-pausally, a fact which may be taken to corroborate our conjecture in section 4 below, where we provide a uniform account of all three cases of lowering to additional length. 7 importantly, we have so far not observed final cv lowering or final cvc i c i lowering in palestinian dialects out of galilee.
Final CV
That /u/ and /o/ are phonemically distinct in many palestinian dialects may be easily exemplified by minimal pairs like /kátabu/ 'they wrote' vs. /kátabo/ 'he wrote it' (examples in Jerusalem arabic). The situation in galilee is somewhat different: in the galilean dialects we studied, high vowels in this position undergo the same process of lowering and lengthening as the pre-pausal cic and cuc discussed above. Thus, one observes [kátaboː] for both 'they wrote' and 'he wrote it', which effectively creates homophony between the two words. note that the lengthening of /o/ in the case of 'he wrote it' is phonetic, and is common to both galilean and Jerusalem dialects regardless of vowel height.
in the galilean dialects the lowering of /u/ to [oː] in final cv is by no means restricted to the 3.past.pl suffix; just as in the cvc case discussed above, it holds for every underlying final high vowel which occurs in pre-pausal final cv. 8 Thus the high vowel /i/ is regularly performed as [eː] in pre-pausal cv syllables, regardless of their morphological origin: 9 7 The additional lowering environments discussed here are mentioned in a recent unpublished dissertation (Zuʽbi 2015) , though they are not consistently linked to length. see additional reference to that dissertation below.
8 final cv lengthening in pause is also typical of classical arabic, see : birkeland 1940: 8, 27; fischer 1967: 47, 52 . That said, the formal resemblance does not necessarily imply retention of a shared archaic feature, and may better be explained as an independent development at different times throughout history.
9 such lowering is on occasion accompanied by secondary diphthongization, as exemplified in /žạrti/> [žạrteː y ] 'my neighbour' in our sample text below. The feminine ending corresponding to oa tāʼ marbūṭa represents a special case of the shift discussed. in many palestinian dialects, the feminine ending is regularly subject to imāla of the type a>e in nonemphatic, non-pharyngeal environments. however, in some dialects of galilee, including that of nazareth, the vowel of the feminine ending is raised up to [-i 
Jerusalem Nazareth
previous indications for /i,u/ lowering in final cv syllables may be found in blanc (1953), who mentions (p. 39) that in the druze dialects of galilee /u/ in final cv syllables often yields [o] , with the example of šāfo which means both 'they saw' and 'he saw him'. similar cases in the dialect of nazareth have recently been mentioned by Zuʽbi (2015) , who documented an alternation of final i~e and u~o, which 'depends upon the speaker and upon the speaking pace', adding that the latter alternant 'occurs in pause and in slow speech' (pp. 108, 161). Zuʽbi also mentions cases of pausal lengthening and diphthongization (idem, pp. 108-9).
Final CVC i C i
pre-pausal cvc i c i is another configuration in which we found the alternation of u~oː# and i~eː#. in the galilean dialects studied, the vowel before the geminate regularly lengthens and lowers in pause. since geminates tend to simplify in final position, the final cvc i c i syllable is in actuality cvc and thus allows the lowering and lengthening described above. This is shown in the elicited sentences in (6), examining the behaviour of the geminate verb /ykibb/ 'pour' in the dialect of nazareth, and its counterpart /ykubb/ in sakhnin, in different prosodic positions: ' (fleisch 1974: 224, 266) . against this background, the documentation of such shifts in palestinian arabic may be taken to demonstrate the geographical continuum of north levantine arabic dialects, and to indicate the geographical spread of certain phonological traits southwards, traits which gradually become more present in north palestinian arabic. To our knowledge, ours is the first published work to report on the spreading of the pre-pausal lowering in palestinian arabic beyond the cvc position, and to relate all cases of lowering to additional length.
Pausal Effects: Formalization
in section 2, we showed how the lack of licensing in the pre-pausal position, coupled with the additional slot representing the length added by the pause, results in both the lengthening and lowering of the last vowel. To account for the spread of the shift from cvc position to cv and cvc i c i positions in the galilean dialects examined, we now show that the same reasoning holds in these two additional positions. 10 10 for a view of the pausal effects as an additional abstract consonant in various arabic dialects see blanc (1953:76); grotzfeld (1965:15); and bloch (1969:144) . Final CVC syllables. we begin by recalling the case of final cvc, represented again in (7) below. as explained in §2 above, extra length is typical of pre-pausal final syllables. while length may be achieved by spreading, this is only possible under 'licensing' from a vowel in the following syllable. in the case of final cvc syllables the final nucleus is empty, and so when the additional slot (underlined) is inserted, it cannot be engaged by spreading. The repair strategy used in order to achieve length in this case is the insertion of a lowering /a/ agent, and the result is -as shown above -a mid-vowel, which is either u+a>o: or i+a>e:.
CiC+P > Cix P C > CeːC
CuC+P > Cux P C > CoːC again, these lowered vowels are clearly longer than their non-low counterparts or other short vowels, yet they are far inferior in length to lexically long vowels.
Final CV syllables. The addition of the pausal position -represented below as x p -to the final cv syllable, has the same effect. as shown in (8), again there is no licensing of the final vowel, and the same repair strategy is applied.
Ci+P > Cix P > Ceː Cu+P > Cux P > Coː (8) in a comparable manner, some lebanese dialects diphthongizerather than lower and lengthen -final high vowels in the same environment, and /i,u/ are pronounced [ay,aw] (fleisch 1974: 223, 224, 266) . diphthongization in this case may be seen as another repair strategy, an alternative to length through spreading which is impossible in this position.
Final CVC i C i syllables. in standard syllabic theory, geminates are represented as coda-onset clusters, the term 'coda' designating consonants closing a syllable. in government phonology, as we already saw, final consonants are onsets; the term 'coda' is therefore used only for consonants closing non-final syllables, i.e. the first of the two copies of the underlying geminate, e.g. /kubb/. such codas are represented as occupying a timing slot associated directly to a branching r, as in (9). when the pausal effect adds a timing slot, again the additional slot cannot be engaged by spreading since it is not licensed, and a-insertion proceeds. note that an additional effect in this case is the subsequent delinking of the left copy of the final geminates (barred line in (9)), which follows from the general principle that no rhyme may contain three timing slots (this also occurs word-medially, e.g. /yfattšu/=[yfatšu] 'they search'). in the present context, it may be added that we have observed in these dialects other cases of compensatory lengthening and lowering due to the impossibility of gemination, such as [maḥaːl] for /maḥall/ 'place', or [ʽaːmāl] for /ʽammāl/ -the present continuous indicator. 11 we leave this phenomenon to further study.
Text Samples
The following samples were recorded at the hebrew university in april 2015. The speaker is ms dīma abu lʽasal, a christian arab woman in her late twenties who was born and raised in the city of nazareth in galilee. she was instructed to tell a story or two from her childhood. 12
Text 1 -In the Garbage Container ṣāḥibt-eː# illi hī kamān kānat žārt-eː y # friend-sg.f-my rel she also be:prf.3sg.f neighbour-sg.f-my my friend, which was also my neighbour, xliʼna sáwa, inwaladt i b-nafs is-síneː y #. be-born:prf.1pl together be-born:prf.1sg in-same def-year we were born together, i was born in the same year [as she was].
w-la-l-yōm baʽd-na ṣaḥb-āt ṣaḥb-āt ṣaḥb-āt ṣaḥb-āt ṣaḥb-āt, and-to-def-day still-us friend-pl.f friend-pl.f friend-pl.f friend-pl.f friend-pl.f until today we are still friends, friends, friends, friends, friends, 11 compensatory lengthening has not been hitherto observed in palestinian arabic, but is well known in other semitic languages. in biblical hebrew, for example, the form /miʼʼēn/ -'he refused' (exodus 7, 14) is realized as [meːʼēn] due to the resistance of gutturals to gemination.
12 we are grateful to ms. abu lʽasal for approving the publication of these texts. we also wish to thank ms livnat barkan for her help in preparing the glossing and english translation. 
